
 

 

HOME ZONES PARTNERS 

This is activity is a 1v1 activity played in two zones with players in partners. Try and make 
your partner match ups and teams as balanced as possible to make the game 
competitive. 

 HOME ZONES PARTNERS



SET UP & ACTIVITY 

Set up two equal sized zones that are appropriate size for the number of payers you have 
on each team. Make the zones a good size so players have lots of opportunity to dribble 
inside their zone and find spaces away from their opponents. 

Put your players into evenly matches pairs one will play for the Black team and one on the 
Yellow team. To start this exercise the partners are playing against each other and can 
only steal their partners ball. 

The objective of the activity is for the Black team players to keep their ball inside the black 
zone away from the Yellow team. The Yellow team players must go steal a ball from one 
of the Black team and get their ball back into the Black Home Zone and keep it inside the 
Black zone. The team that has the most balls in possession in their Home Zone is the 
winner. 

• Adjust your zone and make it bigger when you have more players and for lower ability 
players. 

• Adjust how long you play the game based on age and ability. Shorter time and more 
rounds for younger and lesser ability players. 

• If a player dribbles the ball outside of either zone they must give the ball to the player 
who forced them out of the zone, this simulates what happens in a game. 

• If the defender tries to get the ball and just kicks it out of the zone the player who had 
the ball retains the ball. 

• You can also make your zone smaller to increase the difficulty or to promote more 
shielding and changes of direction as there will not be as much room to dribble to 
evade the defender trying to take your ball. 



COACHING POINTS 

• Once the player has stolen a ball where should they take it in their Home Zone to make 
it more difficult for the opposition to get it back to their Home Zone? To the far end of 
their zone or the corners away from the opponents Home Zone. 

• Steal the ball and then shield the ball while you dribble it back to your Home Zone. Keep 
your body between the ball and the opponent. 

VARIATIONS 

 

 

Players in possession have to start in 
the opposite Zone forcing them have 
to beat their partner to get back to 
their home Zone. 

Watch and see if the player with the 
ball attacks straight away or draws 
their partner towards the ball to 
begin and then attacks to get to their 
home Zone.

Have all of the players out of 
possession start in the centre of the 
field at the halfway line between the 
two Zones. See how your players in 
possession change their starting 
position.  

Do they move to make it more 
difficult for their partner to win the 
ball from them?



 

 

 

Have all of the players out of 
possession start in the middle at the 
halfway line between the two Zones. 
See how your players in possession 
change their starting position.  

Do they move to make it more 
difficult for their partner to win the 
ball from them?

In this variation add a gate or 
channel in the centre of your two 
playing zones.



TROUBLESHOOTING 

Players will forget that they have to get the ball back to their Home Zone to score a 
point. 

• Simply remind players where they need to get the ball to score a point. 

• You may want to use cones or markers to colour code your two Home Zones in the 
same colour pines the two teams are wearing. 


